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study shown in the digital crime scene model is not based
on any actual video footage. the examination of the crime
scene is based on the educational principles of the csi
model. the students, using their deductive reasoning,
examine evidence collected from the crime scene, which
include: the tools left at the crime scene, the prints and
foreign material left at the crime scene, blood spatter, hair,
and semen. the video then shows a range of student
choices, including filming from a second point of view, and
using their deductive reasoning, reasoning from the
evidence, and integrating their existing forensic tools. by
using the clues as presented by the video, and using their
deductive reasoning skills, students can solve the crime.
chapter 2: the importance of physical evidence chapter 3:
how to use forensic tools and materials chapter 4: crime
scene examinations chapter 5: forensic photography
chapter 6: forensic investigations chapter 7: crime scene
and victim cleanup chapter 8: case studies it is one thing to
know about technology, and another thing entirely to be
able to apply this technology. that’s what makes csi vr
crime scene investigation so effective. this educational
technology makes learning forensics much easier than it
would otherwise be. forensics has quietly become one of
the biggest beneficiaries of the tech boom. starting with the
advent of fingerprint and dna databases, the tech has
exploded into blood spatter analysis, ballistics, toxicology,
nursing, accounting, and the digital and media arenas.
merging with complementary advances in science, its now
become easier to crack cold cases and solve a crime from
the slightest and least visible crumbs of evidence. and that
increased proficiency not only means more crimes solved, it
means a largely increased deterrence factor, and providing
digital evidence to solve crimes.
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the story is told through multiple viewpoints and interactive
videos with the player literally walking and exploring the

crime scene. the game has two modes, one is time-locked
play, where the player can pause the game at any time,
change the camera angle, and look around. this mode is

most useful for practice and role-playing. the other mode is
free-play, where the player can choose the time of day and
weather conditions. this mode allows the player to explore
and solve crimes at any time. in this video, you will walk

though the csi: crime scene investigation welcome screen,
which is required to start playing the game. we also

showcase some of the in-game objectives that the player
can accomplish in the game. the csi: crime scene

investigation allows players to explore and solve a crime
case in an immersive crime scene environment. the player
will be able to explore the crime scene while learning crime

scene investigation techniques, case reconstruction,
investigative theory, and forensic science. the game is set
during the summer between college years. you play as an

fbi forensic investigator, called in to investigate the
homicide of a teenage boy. the player is tasked with

entering, investigating, and solving a crime scene. the
player will be able to examine crime scene videos, identify

suspect personal information, examine crime scene
evidence, create reports, and more. the game is a 3rd-

person crime sandbox environment where you investigate a
crime scene, collect evidence, and reconstruct a homicide.
you will have to solve a murder mystery in a virtual crime

scene environment. this game was developed by alex
seropian’s company, pixelmage, and was designed and
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